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Abstract— Computational intelligence competitions have recently gained a lot of interest. These contests motivate and
encourage researchers to participate on them, and to apply
their work areas to specific games. During the last two years,
one of the most popular competitions held on Computational
Intelligence in Games conferences is the Car Racing Competition. This competition combines the fun of driving to win and
the challenge of obtaining autonomous driving, which is known
as a very difficult problem and faced by a lot of researches from
different perspectives. For this competition, we have developed
a controller with fuzzy rules and fuzzy sets for input and
output, which were evolved using a genetic algorithm in order
to optimise lap times, damage taken and out of track time. The
design of this controller is explained in detail in this article, as
well as the results obtained at the end of the contest.

I. I NTRODUCTION
International game competitions have become a very
important meeting point for computational intelligent researchers. In these events, competitors are highly motivated
to win the contest and usually can apply their own research
topics to face the competition challenge.
The controller explained in this article was proposed for
the Computational Intelligence in Games 2008 Car Racing
Competition, where the objective was to develop a controller
able to win races, alone and with other cars on the track. In
the next lines we explore the literature in order to determine
the approaches followed recently in the world of autonomous
driving.
The techniques and the technologies supporting Automatic
Vehicle Guidance (AVG) are an important issue [1]. Automobile manufacturers see automatic driving as a very interesting
product with motivating key features which allow improving
car safety, reduction of emissions and fuel consumption or
optimising of driver comfort during long journeys. This topic
has been addressed by numerous researchers, e.g. [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7], as an engineering problem. Many different
approaches have been studied in recent years and the most
promising ones are being engineered on real prototypes,
i.e., [5], [8], [9], [10], [11] or the well-known DARPA
competition [12].
However, researchers have a long way to go before these
intelligent vehicles, capable of driving in a fully automated
way, are actually available. Most of the work mentioned
before was engineered in real prototypes, involving two main
problems: the costs of buying and modifying a car, and the
time needed for each test. To overcome these constraints we
propose to use car simulators. Today, car simulators are very
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close to reality, and they allow us to speed up the research
by testing more techniques.
A. Evolutionary computation techniques applied to automated driving
Our proposal for this task is studying how evolutionary
computation techniques can help in automatic driving. For
this proposal we have collected some work related to evolutionary computation techniques applied to automated driving.
One of the first approaches in this area was carried out
at the Carnegie Mellon University by Sukthankar et al. in
1996, [6]. This work uses reasoning modules which combine high level task goals with low-level sensor constraints.
Those modules are directly dependent on a large number of
parameters, and the setting of these parameters must be done
carefully. As this manual selection is tedious and error prone,
a Population Based Incremental Learning (PBIL), which is
a combination of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and competitive
learning, [13], is proposed for automatically setting each
module’s parameters.
Therefore, the algorithm will analise what the probabilities
of using a set of rules are depending on each situation.
The evaluation function takes into account different aspects,
such as serious crashes, collisions, wrong exits, distance
completed, etc. For the simulation, the system uses a program
called SHIVA (Simulated Highways for Intelligent Vehicle
Algorithms) which reproduces a microsimulation of vehicles
moving and interacting in a user-defined roadway. The algorithm can influence the vehicle motion sending simulated
commands (steering, accelerate and brake). In addition, the
system provides a perception module responsible for obstacle
detection, positioning, lane tracking, vehicle sensing, etc.
Two years later the PBIL was compared to the GA in this
same framework, [14]. The results of these works were
quite motivating; at the end of experiments the vehicles
automatically entered the test track, completed one lap and a
half and finally took the exit. Although they were not capable
of avoiding collisions with other vehicles, these experiments
showed the potential for intelligence behavior in tactical
driving.
Other interesting work carried out in 1996 by Pyeatt et
al. from Colorado University dealt with simulated race car
driving [15]. In this case a study on autonomous driving
was developed based upon RARS simulator software (also
known as TORCS). This simulator gives information about
the vehicle position, vehicle speed, distance to the current
track segment, curvature of the track, and relative position
and velocity of nearby cars. It also offers the possibility of
controlling the speed and steering of the vehicle.
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This work applied neural networks for learning automatic
driving through the use of inputs such as position, speed,
distance measured till the end of the segment, angle between
the vehicle and the road, etc. This neural network produced a
set of rules which decided when to accelerate, brake or steer.
The results showed that the RARS simulator was adequate
for developing the test framework and that neural networks
were competitive techniques for producing autonomous racing cars.
In 1998, Bernard et al. from Iowa State University illustrated the power of GAs to model driver/vehicle behavior.
In fact, their work determined how fast and safe a given
vehicle model could be driven through a short course without
failure from hitting a cone or lifting the wheels. In this
work they used a simulator that was developed by them. The
GA represents the vehicle movements with the starting and
ending points of the path, and a measure of the position with
the first and second derivatives of the path in a point near
the middle set of cones. The results were very good but they
only reached a near optimal solution due to the constraints
of the genetic representation they used.
In 2004, Floreano et al., [16], imitating strategies observed
in simple insects, used a GA to tune up a neural network
which visually recognises edges, corners and height. This
active vision system acts as an artificial retina, moving and
focusing on important features. It was tested with the open
source simulator Car-World (http://carworld.sourceforge.net)
and the best evolved individuals performed equal to or better
than well-trained human drivers tested on the same circuits.
In 2005, Sun et al. [17], used a GA to optimise the
parameters of a set of Gabor filters in the context of vehicle
detection from images. They tested the proposed framework
on real data with success and improved the performance of
on-road vehicle detection. In the same year another interesting approach was proposed for automated evolutionary
design of driving agents, [18] [19]. This work showed
how GAs can help in the task of designing an agent able
to remotely operate a scale racing car. The agent perceives
the environment from a camera mounted overhead (position,
orientation, velocity, approach angle, distance to the apex and
outside/inside slow down zone). With these perceptions the
agent sends commands to the remote controlled car (forward,
neutral, reverse, left, straight or right). The comparative
analysis established that on long runs the agent’s operated
car was 5% slower than the human operated one.
Working with the evolving weights of a neural network,
Julian Togelius et al. compared, with their own simulator,
that simulated cars with evolved neural network controllers
(in first-person and third-person) [20], [21]. They extended
their work to a more complex case of two cars competing
against each other in the same track at the same time, [22],
using evolutionary strategies to solve the problem of the
co-evolution. Finally, an interesting study which compares
neuroevolution and genetic programming in the same environment can be found in [23].
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B. Fuzzy logic applied to autonomous driving
The usage of fuzzy systems to manage controllers for
certain devices is widely spread in the literature. The characteristics of them allow a fuzzy perception of the world,
what it is very useful for designing controllers for robots,
machines or vehicles. Usually, a robot may use parameters
as position or distance to move ahead or to raise something
up form the environment, and depends on the exact measure
of its sensors to continue working. Fuzzy logic allows us to
establish non-crispy values to these parameters, so we can
say that the box to take is “on the right”, or that the next
bend is “close” enough to start turning.
An interesting description of how fuzzy logic can be used
in autonomous robot navigation can be found in the works
done by Alessandro Saffiotti in 1993 [24] and 2004 [25].
Furthermore, implementations of these systems have been
done in simulators, as in the work performed by Astudillo et
al. in 2006 [26], where stabilisation and trajectory tracking
were optimised for an unicycle mobile robot, or by Baltes
and Otte in 1999 [27], where a simple heuristic helps the
design of the fuzzy system (rules, input and output sets) in
car-like mobile robots. In this last research the evaluation
was performed both in simulated and real world, stating that
the results are significantly better that the ones obtained with
traditional controls.
Additionally, some research can be found about using
evolutionary computation within fuzzy logic, as Takagi et
al. did in 1993 [28] and Y. Lee et al. in 1994 [29], where
a genetic algorithm determines the shape and position of
the membership functions. Also in the work of Andrea, in
1996 [30], a population of fuzzy rules is evolved through
competition and cooperation, in order to obtain a sub-optimal
fuzzy logic controller for the classical cart-pole problem.
Several works have used both fuzzy logic and evolutionary
computation for the problem of autonomous navigation. For
instance, Tunstel in 1996 [31] used genetic programming for
generating rules for a fuzzy logic controller, that manages the
steering of a mobile robot, or Freeman et al., in 1997 [32],
where a genetic algorithm learns and optimises the definitions of linguistic variables used in the rule system that controls the spacecraft rendezvous process. Furthermore, some
research can be found about using evolutionary computation
and fuzzy logic on autonomous driving, such Hoffmann in
1994 [33], that describes an implementation for a hierarchical
fuzzy controller evolved with a genetic algorithm, and Huang
in 1999 [34], where a neural fuzzy network is used, which
weights are obtained through a genetic algorithm.
II. O BJECTIVES
A. Competition Objectives
This competition is a new edition of the contests taken
place in 2007 [35] and 2008 [36]. The first one, was
organized as part of the IEEE Congress on Evolutionary
Computation (CEC) and Computational Intelligence and
Games Symposium (CIG). The second, was hold during
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the celebration of the WCCI (World Congress of Computational Intelligence), where we participated with another
controller [37]. This time, it was held the same year in
the IEEE Symposium on Computational Intelligence and
Games (CIG 2008). The new competition was very similar
to the previous one, where the objective was to design
and develop a controller able to race in a simulator. Some
considerations have to be taken into account, as the fact that
the circuits where the cars will run are, a priori, unknown by
the competitors, and that the races will be performed both
with and without other racers on the track.
B. TORCS Simulator
As we said before, the races will be run in a simulated
environment. As the organizers did in the previous contest,
the software used to hold the competition is TORCS (The
Open Racing Car Simulator). This simulator, formerly known
as RARS, is one of the most used simulators by different
developers and gamers. The following characteristics make
it a good choice for those interested in simulated car racing
or autonomous driving:
• This simulator is written in C++ and can be downloaded
under GPL license from its web page.
• It is available for several platforms: Source code and executables are ready for Microsoft Windows and Linux,
while binaries can be obtained for MacOS.
• There is a big community of users and competitors that
help to maintain the software updated and bug free.
• It provides a high level of realism, and a very reliable
physics system.
• A large quantity of vehicles, tracks and controllers, so
many different race configurations can be prepared.
Nevertheless, some problems have been found when using
this simulators. One of them, maybe the most important
one, is a memory leak that happens every time the race
is restarted. Although it is not a huge quantity of memory
lost each time, the usage of some learning or evolutionary
algorithms that require a significant number of evaluations
(and consequently, race restarts) make this memory leak
become higher and higher until the simulator process crashes.
C. TORCS in Simulated Car Racing Competition
The organizers of the contests (Daniele Loiacono, Julian
Togelius and Pier Luca Lanzi) provide the competitors with
some modules to develop their controllers. The server module is a component for TORCS that provides the communication to the remote controller, implementing and supplying an
API for the sensors and actuators models. In other words, the
server module provides the drivers with a representation of
the current game state and a protocol to interact with it. On
the other hand, two client modules are provided, one written
in C++, the other in Java. These components implement a
basic communication module with the server, and allow the
competitors to choose the programming language they are
more comfortable with.
The communication between client and server modules
is performed through UDP packages. When the information

comes from the server module, reading of several car sensors
is provided. If the information goes from the client to the
server, it must contain the actuators of the controller, such
acceleration and steering.
The competitors receive information from 16 different
sensors. Among them, car status (angle of the car on track,
damage suffered, fuel, current gear, speed, etc.), car information related to the track (distance raced from start line, last
lap time, distance to track edges, etc.) and car information
related to other cars (distance to opponents, race position)
can be obtained. The effectors that can be used by the side
of the clients are the steering wheel value, both pedals usage
(throttle and brake) and gearing change.
A full description of all the sensors provided can be seen in
the bases of the competition (documentation, sources and examples are available at http://cig.dei.polimi.it/?page id=67).
D. Competition Rules
Every submitted controller is tested alone in three different
tracks, and the score of the evaluation is the distance raced
by the car during 10, 000 game tics (about 3 minutes and
20 seconds). When this first stage is over, the best few
controllers compete among them on a different set of tracks,
in order to determine how they behave in presence of other
drivers.
Competition rules, objectives and sensors are described
in the competition manual (http://cig.dei.polimi.it/wpcontent/uploads/2008/10/manual cig2008 v1.pdf).
III. C ONTROLLER D ESIGN
The controller we prepared for this competition is based on
two main pillars: as we said before, the usage of fuzzy logic
has been proposed in several works in the field autonomous
driving, so the first one is a fuzzy representation of the world.
The second pillar is the evolution of this fuzzy representation
through evolutionary computation.
A. Fuzzy representation
1) Membership functions: The environment of the car has
been discretised to a set of fuzzy entries, each one of them
referred to a sensor or an effector that the server provides to
the controller. These propositions are composed by a group
of fuzzy sets that represent the state of each one of these
sensors.
All the fuzzy sets are defined by smooth trapezoidal
membership functions. Its general expression is defined by
the equation 1 and the shape depicted in the figure 1.

(1)
This function provides truth values for a given proposition,
which crisp value is taken from one of the available sensors.
Its shape is defined by four values (a,b,c,d). Furthermore,
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Fig. 1.

General membership function shape

Fig. 3.

two more membership functions are used to represent all the
fuzzy propositions needed for the whole set of sensors and
actuators used (see equations 2, 3,and figures 2, 3)

(2)

Fig. 2.

when the car is in the left part of the track, and it only
needs two variables (“a” and “b”) to define its membership
function, because of the semantic of the sets and the possible
values of the sensor. The car will be on the left part of the
track if this sensor value is between -1 and another value
greater than -1. In this case, the best way to determine the
membership of this proposition is defining the values for
which the car is not on the left part, that is, we need to define
the limits of ”being on the left part” of the track. Therefore,
the membership function that fits better in this set is the left
trapezoidal membership function.
The same happens with the set right side, where 1 is the
maximum value. However, to determine the value of the
centered set, we can not make the assumption of where to
put the limits for the car to be centered on the track. This is
because we use the general trapezoidal membership function
to define this set. The figure 4 represents an example for this
fuzzy entry, with its three sets depicted together.

Left membership function shape

(3)
The sensor track position determines the distance between
the car and the track axis. This value is normalised with
respect to the track width, where -1 means the right edge, 0
the center of the track and 1 the left side. Values far from
-1 and 1 represent the car outside the track on each side. If
we take, for instance, this sensor for a fuzzy entry, we could
define the sets left side, centered and right side to represent
the track position of the car in a fuzzy way.
This entry is defined then by three different sets, each one
of them described with the three different membership functions depicted above. The left side set is used to determine
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Right membership function shape

Fig. 4.

Right membership function shape

To define this entry, we need eight different values for the
functions: Two for the left side set (-0.6 and -0.2), four for
centered set (-0.6, -0.2, 0.2, 0.6) and two more for right side
shape (0.2 and 0.6).
2) Fuzzy sets: The tables I and II summarise all the
sensors and actuators used for this controller, their fuzzy
entries associated and all the fuzzy sets defined for each
entry.
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TABLE I
F UZZY SETS TABLE ( INPUT )

A to Z represent a subset of sensor fuzzy sets, and α and β
stand for actuator ones. An example of these rules could be
as the one in the figure 5.

(5)

Fig. 5.

TABLE II
F UZZY SETS TABLE ( OUTPUT )

As we can see, both sensors and actuators are related to
fuzzy sets. An important aspect to be taken into account is
that we need a crisp value for the effector sets. For instance,
if we want to apply full acceleration for the acceleration
actuator, we need to obtain a concrete value to use. For all
the actuator fuzzy sets, a Center Of Gravity (COG) function
is used to retrieve the crisp value. The next formula is used as
an approximation for a fuzzy set f(x), as shown in equation 4.

Fuzzy rule example

In this rule, our car is centered on the track on high speed,
its angle is parallel with the track axis and it has another
vehicle ahead. The actions recommended in this case is to
maintain acceleration and steering to the left to overhead the
opponent.
We define fuzzy state as the collection of the condition
part of all the rules. Internally, this rules are stored in an
array, where each position corresponds to an index rule and
its value is performed by multiplying the truth values of each
fuzzy set in the condition. What we obtain then is an fuzzy
state of the car, where each rule has its own truth value.
Each simulation cycle, this array is updated calculating the
truth value of each fuzzy set and applying the multiplications
needed. The next step is to find the highest truth value for
a rule and apply its right part (this is, the actuators), using
center of gravity function for the crisp values. This algorithm
is depicted in the figure 6.

Fig. 6.

Fuzzy rule example

B. Evolutionary algorithm

(4)
3) Fuzzy rules and fuzzy state: Once all the fuzzy sets for
the controller have been defined, the next step is to determine
fuzzy rules that use these sets. In this controller, the definition
of all the fuzzy rules has been done by hand. Each one
of them is composed by a certain number of fuzzy sets as
an entry (that correspond to sensors) and two fuzzy sets as
output (acceleration and steering actuators). In a general way,
these rules can be represented as shown in equation 5, where

1) Base individual: one of the biggest issues that must
be faced on applying evolutionary algorithms in autonomous
driving is that a good starting point is needed. Automatic
driving is so complex that it is really hard to obtain a driver
configuration by chance, as is usually done in initial populations of evolutionary algorithms, where they are initialised
randomly. For this reason we need to define a base individual
to start evolving from, that must be able to drive on different
tracks at least in a very simple way, as a novice would do
when he is learning how to drive. The objective then is to
evolve the configuration of this driver to obtain a competitive
racer. In this case, we need to initialise two distinct parts of
the controller: fuzzy rules and fuzzy set parameters.
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Firstly, the set of fuzzy rules must be defined, establishing
the relations between the available fuzzy sets as shown in
previous sections. The algorithm designed does not evolve
this set of rules, so the final individual will keep the same
set as the base individual. Because of the amount of combinations among the available fuzzy entries and sets, nearly
a hundred of rules were defined in this stage. They can be
divided into different groups for a better understanding:
• General driving rules: a set of rules that is focused on
keeping the car on the track while there is no predicted
turn ahead. Its aim is to maintain the car as centered
and as fast as possible.
• Turning prediction rules: these rules are focused on the
track sensors in order to identify when a new bend is
coming and, depending on its sense, proceed to drive
through it in the best possible way.
• Emergency rules: the rules of this set are designed to
drive the car in emergency cases, such as facing the
track in the wrong direction or being outside it.
• Overhead rules: the last set of rules are intended to
manage the situations where other cars are involved,
so overhead actions can be taken.
Secondly, the parameters for every fuzzy set must be set
up. These values are the ones that will be optimised by the
evolutionary computation. As we stated before, no random
initialisation will take place, therefore an initialisation is
needed to generate the base individual.
Notice that there is an alternative design for the algorithm
used keeping a very similar approach to this one: instead of
maintaining the rules fixed and evolve the fuzzy set parameters, it could be done in other way, where the evolutionary
algorithm would pick some rules up from the whole set of
rules that can be composed, keeping the original parameters
for the fuzzy sets unvariable. Nevertheless, that approach
makes the initialisation of the fuzzy sets parameters very
relevant. In other words, it is more difficult to determine the
exact parameters for each fuzzy set rather than good rules.
2) Evolution: The evolutionary algorithm implemented to
evolve the fuzzy sets is a genetic algorithm, using a steady
state for each evolution step. The main characteristics of the
implemented algorithm are:
• The individual: as said before, the individual is composed by the parameters of the fuzzy sets that form the
controller.
• Initial population: the initial population is obtained by
taking a base individual and creating mutated copies of
it to fill the whole population. It is important to keep on
mind that one non-mutated copy of the base individual
is kept in the initial population, in order to assure at
least one stable configuration.
• Selection: the selection process for choosing individuals
to create new ones is a tournament of size 3.
• Crossover: the crossover between two individuals is implemented as an uniform crossover, the units exchanged
between the parents are not the parameters, but the
whole fuzzy set. For instance, when the new individual
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is being created, it will inherit the set ”speed fast” from
one of its parents, but not each parameter separately.
• Mutation: each parameter of every fuzzy set is mutated,
obeying a mutation probability, adding an small amount
for its value. Furthermore, the limits of the fuzzy entry
must be checked in order to avoid overflow of the
values.
• Fitness and evaluation: to evolve an individual, different
races are performed in four distinct tracks. In each race,
the car drives alone during a fixed amount of game
tics and the fitness of the individual is retrieved as
the number of meters raced during this time, minus a
measure of game tics when the car was stucked against
a wall, facing backwards or being outside the track.
Finally, the mean of this calculation in the four circuits
is assigned as the individual fitness.
The graph depicted in figure 7 represents the fitness
evolution of the controller submitted to the competition on
the training circuits.

Fig. 7.

Evolution of fitness on training circuits

Although this is only one of the experiments performed
(indeed, the best one), the fact that the distance raced by
the vehicle is increased in few generations suggests that this
could be a good technique for evolving autonomous driving
from a base individual. However, a lot of experiments and a
statistical analysis must be done in order to demonstrate this
empirically.
As it has been said before, the evolution steps of the
algorithm modify the shape of the controller’s fuzzy sets.
As an example, figure 8 shows the evolution of one of these
fuzzy sets: the position of the car when it is centered on the
track. It can be seen that, through evolution, the shape of the
function becomes narrower, what means that less values of
the sensor will make the vehicle to be considered as centered
on the track.
IV. R ESULTS
In this competition, the controllers were scored in three
different tracks: C-Speedway, E-Track 6 and Wheel-2. On
the first stage, controllers raced alone in these tracks, and
the distance raced within 10, 000 game tics were used as
score. There were five participants in the competition: in the
figures, labelled as Redjava (Chung Cheng Chiu, Academia
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Fig. 11.

Results on Wheel-2
TABLE III

Fig. 8.

Evolution of Track Position set

Sinica), Luigi (Luigi Cardamone, Politecnico de Milano),
Diego (Diego Perez and Yago Saez, Universidad Carlos III),
Matt (Matt Simmerson, New Zealand) and Aravind (Aravind
Gowrisankar, UT Austin). Furthermore, three more nonparticipant controllers were used to compare with the competitors: Daniele (Daniele Loiacono, Politecnico de Milano),
Julian (Julian Togelius, IDSIA) and the winner of the last
contest (WCCI’08 champ).
Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the results obtained in the stage
explained above:

C LASSIFICATION OF FIRST STAGE

Our controller has ended this first stage in third position,
on top of the second group of controllers. These three
controllers, as well as the first two ones between them, are
very close to each other, but there is a big difference between
these two groups.
The classified controllers for the second stage were the
ones of the first group (Redjava and Luigi) and the winner
of the previous competition. The winner of CEC 2009
Simulated Car Racing Competition was Luigi, and the results
are shown in table IV.
V. C ONCLUSIONS

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Results on C-Speedway

One of the problems found on this controller is that it is not
able to accelerate and brake completely. Although there are
respective fuzzy sets for that actions (full acceleration, full
brake), the values used by the car are the results of applying
the center of gravity function. As the shape of the fuzzy
set membership function is defined by some parameters that
can not take values outside of the sensor limits, the result
of the deffuzzifier function can not be the maximum (1:
full acceleration value) and minimum (0: full brake) values.
This restriction makes the car unable to get very high speeds
or perform sudden brakings, so the usage of fuzzy sets on
actuators must be improved to allow that.
However, the use of fuzzy sets on sensors has been quite
useful, as can be seen on the fitness curve on training circuits.

Results on E-Track 6

As we can see, the participant controllers are divided
clearly into two groups: Redjava and Luigi are much more
faster than Diego, Matt and Aravind controllers. Organizers
use Formula One scoring system to give points to the
participants (10 points for the first, 8 for the second, 6 for
the third, 5 for the fifth...), and results are shown in table III.

TABLE IV
F INAL STAGE RESULTS
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Additionally, the results obtained on this competition are
quite better than the ones obtained by the authors controller
prepared for the last competition, WCCI 2008.
These facts can guide us to design controllers for the next
competition that will take place on CEC 2009. Furthermore,
it reinforces the idea that the usage of fuzzy sets is a good
choice to produce evolution on autonomous driving, even if
it is not focused on races but centered on autonomous driving
on traffic environments.
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